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1 - Searching and analyzing an author's papers

• Searching documents with an author’s name

• Searching documents with an author’s identifier

• Searching and reading a researcher profile
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Searching documents with an author’s name
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It is often difficult to retrieve an author’s publications searching per author’s 
name (especially if multiple authors with the same name and initials)

There is a solution – Author’s identifier!
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What is author disambiguation?

Author disambiguation is a process that aims 
to find all publications that belong to a given 
author and distinguish them from publications 
of other authors who share the same name. 

Name ambiguity is a frequently encountered problem 
in the scholarly community:

• Different researchers publish under the same name
• Individual researchers publish under many names
• Languages and cultural naming conventions 

introduce additional challenges

Also published as:
• Avram Noam 

Chomsky
• N. Chomsky 
• ينعوم تشومسك 
• חומסקינועם

FACT: A mere hundred surnames still make up over 85% of China's 1.3 billion citizens.
The top three - Wang, Li , and Zhang - cover more than 20% of the population.



Searching documents with an author’s identifier
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If the researcher has claimed the authorship of this paper 
in Publons and/or in ORCID, then his identifier(s) will 
appear in the table below the author names, and this 
paper will be retrieved when searching per identifier.

Only in the Core Collection
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Searching an Author Record

A new Author Search quickly 
and efficiently guides users 
through the process of 
easily locating the author 
you are looking for. 
Regardless of how common 
their name is.

Search by Author
with type-ahead functionality

Only in the Core Collection
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• Completely unique names will take you straight to the 
author record.

• Ambiguous names take you to a results screen where 
you can apply filters to refine your search and/or 
select the correct record or combine records into one 
author view. 

Searching an Author Record

Our disambiguation algorithm uses more than 
40 indicators to group together publications 
likely authored by the same person into an 

Author Record.

Claimed

Unclaimed



Reading an Author Record 
claimed by the author
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See the person ― not just a list of publications. 



Publications, peer 
review and metrics
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Author metrics 
dashboard
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Author Impact 
Beamplot
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Author Impact 
Beamplot

• Each document is compared to
their YEAR and CATEGORY of
publication. Using this
comparison, they are each given
a set of normalised metrics.

• A Beamplot allows one to
visualise in a single figure the
normalised percentile of every
document a researcher has
produced over the course of
their career.
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THINGS TO KNOW

▪ Percentile values are sourced from InCites Benchmarking & 
Analytics.

▪ Beamplots only include publications with the Web of Science 
document type Article or Review.

▪ Percentiles are calculated for publications back to 1980. Current 
and previous year publications are excluded from the beamplot.

▪ Publications may be assigned more than one subject category. The 
category displayed is the highest performing.

Get beyond the h-index with new visualizations that help you see the 
context of each researcher’s scholarly influence over time.
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2 - Creating my researcher profile

• Claiming my author record and updating it in Publons

• Librarians can submit corrections

• What’s coming in 2022?
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Go to Author Search and search by name (include an alternative name if needed)

Do you already have a profile in Publons?
(Go to Browse – Researchers and search your name)

Sign in the Web of Science with your personal account

Your Publons profile will be created or updated immediately
with your publications and your ResearcherID.

Your author record will be updated in 4-5 business days in the Web of Science.

Verify that you use the same account as for
the Web of Science (and avoid duplicating your profile)

Now you can check if your Publons profile is up to date
with all your publications in the Web of Science Core Collection?

Claim each of the unclaimed author records where there are publications of yours
(or the unclaimed combined record).

The Web of Science will take you to Publons where you can claim authorship
of the publications that are yours and reject the authorship of others.

No

Yes
Choose the account you are 

going to use (and request 
the duplicated account to 
be deleted from Publons)

No

Is your author record up to date
with all your publications in

the Web of Science Core Collection?

Congratulations!
Both your Author Record in the Web of Science

and your Publons profile are up to date.

Do you already have an author record
claimed in the Web of Science?

Yes

No

Yes

Help - Flowchart for Web of Science Author Record

Yes

No

NOTE - Author Records are not updated automatically. A new publication will appear in a new 
unclaimed author record, that you will have to claim in order to update your current author record.
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Do you have a profile 
in Publons?
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Create my profile in Publons (1/3)

Use the same email as for your Web of Science account

(and avoid duplicating your profile)

http://publons.com/

http://publons.com/
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Create my profile in Publons (2/3)
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Create my profile in Publons (3/3)
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Update my author record & Publons profile

Declare your publications directly from the Web of Science and export them to your Publons profile
Use the same email for your Web of Science and Publons accounts (and avoid duplication of your profile)

Option 1 –
Add one document 

at a time

Option 2 –
Claim one or more author records 

and get them merged into your 
unique claimed profile
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The author is the only person who can claim his/her author record

“Sign In” the Web of Science using the same email as for your Publons profile

(and avoid duplicating your profile)
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I will then be able to select my list of publications in Publons

https://publons.com/dashboard/records/publication/authored/
https://publons.com/dashboard/records/publication/wos-author-record/

I will be able to update this list 
again at any time

Help - What is my Web of 
Science Author Record?

https://publons.com/dashboard/records/publication/authored/
https://publons.com/dashboard/records/publication/wos-author-record/
https://publons.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/12000075074-what-is-my-web-of-science-author-record-
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Questions about 
Publons?
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Screen caption

Librarians can submit corrections

For an unclaimed author record

For a claimed author record

Note - You can only merge 
unclaimed author records
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What’s coming in 2022?

• Indexed and non-indexed WoS publications

• Peer reviews and editorships

• ORCID

• User selected display name and affiliation

• Peer review and Highly Cited awards

• Unified metrics dashboard

• ‘Free’ version available publicly. 

We are gradually merging Author Records 
with Publons profiles → ONE PROFILE
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3 - Analyzing the publication output of an institution

• Searching the Address field

• Understanding the Affiliation field 

• Refining per document type

• Refining per publication date

• Suggesting a data correction

• What are a Highly Cited Paper and a Hot Papers?

• Analyzing results

• Export a list of publications

• Introduction to global university rankings
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Searching the publication output for a country
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Searching the Address field
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Caution – You can find publications from different institutions

Help - Address Abbreviations

http://webofscience.help.clarivate.com/en-us/Content/address-abbreviations.html


Understanding the Affiliation field
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• Searching for an affiliation allows you to find the publications with the different address variants
• There are more than 14,000 unified affiliations in the Web of Science Core Collection

Etc.The list of variants displayed in the Web of Science is not the complete list
Contact our support team if you would like to review the full list of variants & unification rules



Searching the output of an organization
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Option 1
• Auto-completion feature
• Only for organizations unified in 

the Web of Science
• Unified name can be in English 

or in the local language

Only available in the Core Collection

Option 2 – Select from Index

1

2

2

3

Searches the unified names and the variants



Searching the output of an organization
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Open the arrow on the left and see the Unified Name
(searchable as Affiliation in the Core Collection)

Address as written by the authors
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Refining per document type

How can I exclude other document types?

FAQ: After I refine, I still see other documents types. Why?
Some documents may be indexed with 2 document types
Read the Help – Document Type Descriptions

As an example - Book chapters will 
always have two Document Types, with 
the other being article, review, 
biographical-item, etc., depending on 
the nature of the book chapter.

https://support.clarivate.com/ScientificandAcademicResearch/s/article/Web-of-Science-Core-Collection-Document-Type-Descriptions?language=en_US
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Refining per publication date

This is especially useful to track books 
and proceedings which tend to be 
indexed later than journal articles 

(mainly depending on when 
publishers send the data to Clarivate)

You can refine any query by 
publication date or index date
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Understanding Early Access

2 document types as long as 
there is no final publication date

When refining per publication year, the 
Web of Science searches both dates 
(early access if applicable, and final 

publication)

Note – When users “Analyze 
results” or create a “Citation 
Report”, the Web of Science 

uses the first date (early 
access if applicable) to avoid 

double counting 

We start 
counting 
citations

c We keep 
adding new 
citations• Final publication date + Early access date

• One document type (no longer Early access)

If needed, you can refine per 
“Final publication year” in the 

Advanced Search



Suggesting a data correction
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Bottom right of each record in the Core Collection

Complete the form 
and send it

Pre-filled form with publication data

Empty form

TIP – UT means accession number
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Highly Cited Paper
Hot Paper

ESI filters and icons are only visible in the Web of 
Science if your institution subscribes to JCR/ESI

For more information, please refer to Essential Science Indicators
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Analyzing results
Analyzing journals, publishers and Open Access

Where do you publish more often?
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Analyzing results
Analyzing collaborations and funding agencies

Top collaborating institutions

Top agencies funding your research
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Create a citation report

Who is citing your authors?
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Exporting a list of publications (for users)



The Raw Data can be loaded into databases, linked 
with other data sources, and used for the largest 
and most intricate analyses - utilising a complete 
set of the data partitioned on years and editions

APIs can be used by more savvy users to do more 
involved search and analysis, as well as to self 
serve full record data in smaller batches, and 
facilitate integration with other systems

Web of Science platform can be used by the lay 
user for basic search and analysis, as well as export 
of the smallest sets of data in the least structured 
format editions

Accessing our data
Si

ze
 o

f 
u

se
r 

b
as

e

Large

Small

• All three levels applicable at  any organization, to get the most out of the dataset and maximize efficiency, access and insight.
• Different elevation levels provide flexibility relative to expertise and user cases.
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Information about APIs (for librarians)

Source: Web of Science

Web of Science API 
Expanded

subscription

Web of Science API Lite

free

Article Match Retrieval 
(AMR)

free

A responsive API that supports 
rich searching across the Web 
of Science Core Collection to 
retrieve core article metadata. 

This service provides a great 
way to reuse Web of Science 
data both internally and 
externally to enhance 
institutional repositories and 
research networking systems 
with best-in-class data.

A robust and comprehensive 
API that delivers deep detail 
into the most valuable 
publication and citation 
information found in the Web 
of Science Core Collection.

Includes everything in the Web 
of Science Lite API plus 
additional metadata, such as 
author, affiliations, identifiers 
and funding data.

A publication matching API that 
enables real-time Web of 
Science bibliographic search to 
update citation counts in batch 
mode or real time, along with 
producing links back to Web of 
Science for further discovery 
and analyses.

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/xml-and-apis/

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/xml-and-apis/
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For Web of Science Core Collection; may vary for other databases

Web of Science API data fields 

• WoS API Lite fields
• Abstract
• Article Number
• Author variant names (full  

and WoS abbrev)
• Author Address/Affiliation
• Author to Address linkage
• Organization Enhanced
• Reprint/Corresponding  

Author and Address
• Author Order Number
• ORCID ID
• ResearcherID
• Subject Category
• PMID
• Book Author/Group Author
• Book Series
• Conference Title
• Editor

WoS API Lite

• UT (Unique Identifier)
• Authors
• Author Keywords
• Document Type
• Title
• Issue
• Pages
• Publication Date
• Source Title
• Volume
• DOI
• ISBN
• ISSN

WoS API Expanded

• Funding Text
• Grant IDs
• Grant Agencies
• Group Author
• Keywords Plus
• Language
• Publisher
• Related Records
• Citing Articles
• Cited References
• DOAJ Title flag

WoS AMR

• Times Cited
• Source URL
• PMID
• Citing Articles URL
• UT (Unique Identifier)
• Related Records (URL)

c

c

c

Bold = available for  public display

* Times Cited can be shown but cannot be
harvested, aggregated or manipulated.

Unlimited records 
download

LIMITED records download as per 
YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

Unlimited records 
download
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Access 
Guide

Email: WoSG.support@clarivate.com

mailto:WoSG.support@clarivate.com
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Introduction to global university rankings

In this report, we discuss the rise in significance of global university rankings, the history of these
rankings, and provide some context to better understand some of the major ranking systems.

Listen to the webinar (October 2021)

https://share.vidyard.com/watch/pkaFpjhNC3bJKp1aguzTqK?
https://clarivate.com/lp/an-introduction-to-global-university-rankings/
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4 - A question about the Web of Science?

• Take our guided tours

• Search in the help guide

• Contact us

• Learn more about our latest releases

• Vote on future enhancements 
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Take our guided tours

At the bottom right of any page

A list of different guided tours is displayed depending 
on the page where you are currently working
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Search in the help guide

At the bottom right 
of any page
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Contact us

At the bottom of any page

And get a response 
within 24h

Search the knowledge base



Learn more about our latest releases
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At the bottom right 
of any page Read a summary https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/release-notes/wos/

At the bottom of any page

Sign up for our 
monthly newsletter

https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/release-notes/wos/


Vote on future enhancements 
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At the bottom right 
of any page
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Web of Science Customer Care

WoSG.support@clarivate.com
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